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THE INTERNATIONAL INTERNET RATING
SYSTEM: GLOBAL PROTECTION FOR
CHILDREN, BUSINESS, AND INDUSTRY
I. INTRODUCTION
From its beginnings as a government research project in the 1960's,
the Internet has grown into a global network of computers serving an
estimated 320 million people.' The Internet's main purposes are to buy and
sell goods and services, communicate, educate, inform, and entertain.2
However, the proliferation of the Internet has also created an unrestricted
haven for controversial materials such as explicit sex, vulgar language,
violence, and hate speech.3 Parents, employers, and the Internet industry
share legitimate concerns regarding these types of materials.4
Many governments have responded to these concerns by passing
laws, creating specialized regulatory agencies, and enforcing strict
punishments. 5 However, these efforts have failed because the global nature
of the Internet prevents any one nation from effectively regulating it.
6
Violations in one country are often legal or unenforceable in other countries.7
With this in mind, the United States ("U.S."), the European Union ("EU"),
1. See Computer Industry Almanac Inc., Over 150 Million Internet Users Worldwide at
Year-End 1998, at http://www.c-i-a.com/199904iu.htm (last visited Nov. 17, 1999).
2. See Marcel Machill & Jens Waltermann, Memorandum on Self- Regulation of Internet
Content, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET 23, 31-32 (Jens Waltermann &
Marcel Machill, eds., 2000).
3. See INTERNET CONTENT RATING ASSOCIATION ("ICRA"), The Need for Filtering and
Rating, at http://www.icra.org (last visited Nov. 15, 1999).
4. See infra text accompanying Part 1I of this Note.
5. See Ulrich Sieber, Legal Regulation, Law-Enforcement and Self-Regulation: A New
Alliance For Preventing Illegal Content on the Internet, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON
THE INTERNET 319,320-321 (Jens Waltermann & Marcel Machill, eds., 2000).
6. See Gareth Grainger, Chairman, Australian Broadcasting Authority, Comments on the
Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET 105,106 (Jens Waltermann
& Marcel Machill, eds., 2000).
7. See id.
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and other nations across the globe have challenged the Internet industry to
self-regulate.8
In May 1999, the Internet Content Rating Association ("ICRA") was
incorporated in the United Kingdom ("U.K.") as a company limited by
guarantee with charitable purposes. 9 Its founding members include America
Online ("AOL"), International Business Machines ("IBM"), Microsoft,
Bertelsmann Foundation, British Telcom, Deutsche Telekom, EuroISPA,
Bell Canada, and T-Online Germany.'0 ICRA's mission is to develop,
implement, and manage an internationally acceptable rating system that will
provide parents, employers, and individual users with the tools to limit
harmful online content."l
ICRA' s international rating system will be fashioned after the RSACi
rating system, the leading competitor in the U.S. and is widely adopted in
Europe.12 RSACi uses a numerical scale to inform consumers about the level
of nudity, sex, language, and violence on a web site. 3 Employers, parents,
and individual users can adjust the rating scale to block out material they feel
is harmful to their particular environment.1 4 Internet users that prefer access
to controversial material can do so by adjusting the rating scale accordingly. 5
Because the RSACi system is already immensely popular, converting
it to an international level will not be difficult.'6 More than 100,000 web
sites, including a large number of the top 100 sites, which account for eighty
percent of web traffic, have already been rated under the RSACi system. 7
The RSACi system is currently built into Netscape and Microsoft browsers,
which control ninety percent of the browser market and are freely available
8. See Courtney Macavinta, AOL, Others Plan Global Net Content Rating System, CNET
News.com (Sept. 2, 1999), at http://news.cnet.com/news/0-1005-200-346750.html.
9. See INTERNET CONTENT RATING ASSOCIATION ("ICRA"), An Invitation to Membership,
at http://www.icra.org (last visited on Nov. 22, 1999).
10. See id. at 4-6.
11. See id. at 1.
12. See id. at 3-4.
13. See JOSEPH MIGGA KIZZA, CIVILIZING THE INTERNET 82-83 (1998).
14. See ICRA, supra note 9, at 8.
15. See id.
16. See ICRA, supra note 9, at 4.
17. See id.
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to the public.18 Lycos, Yahoo!, Infoseek, Excite, and other Internet search
engines have also announced their support for the rating system. 19
Thus, the international rating system is the best solution to restrict
harmful Internet content. 2' The system will empower employers, parents,
and individual users to block out material they feel is unsuitable for their
particular environment. 21 The rating system will also limit liability risks to
the Internet industry and promote consumer interest and confidence in the
Net. Moreover, the system will protect free speech because those who
desire questionable material will continue to have access to it23 and
government will be deterred from passing burdensome regulations that
restrict Internet speech.24
However, the Internet rating system is not without controversy.25
Critics argue that the system will suppress free speech and encourage, rather
than deter, government intervention. 6 They are also concerned that the
rating system will create an expensive and homogenized medium that will be
dominated and controlled by a few powerful companies.27
Part II of this Note addresses the growing concerns of parents,
employers, and the Internet industry regarding objectionable material on the
Internet. Part III focuses on the failure of current methods to limit harmful
and offensive content on the Internet. Part IV evaluates the proposed
international rating system. Part V examines arguments against the system.
Part VI analyzes alternative theories of regulation. Part VII concludes that
the rating system is the best method for regulating online material because
18. See AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, Fahrenheit 451.2: Is Cyberspace Burning?
How Rating and Blocking Proposals May Torch Free Speech on the Internet, in FILTERS &
FREEDOM 18 (David L. Sobel ed., 1999).
19. See Electronic Privacy Information Center ("EPIC"), Faulty Filters: How Content
Filters Block Access to Kid-Friendly Information on the Internet, in FILTERS & FREEDOM 53,
54 (David L. Sobel ed., 1999).
20. See infra text and accompanying notes in Part IV.
21. See ICRA, supra note 9, at 8.
22. See generally, Marcel Machill & Jens Waltermann, Memorandum on Self-Regulation
ofInternet Content, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 2, at 28.
23. See infra Part V.
24. See id.
25. See GLOBAL INTERNET LIBERTY CAMPAIGN ("GILC"), Member Statement Submitted
to the Internet Content Summit, Munich, Germany September 9-11, 1999, at
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it alleviates the concerns of parents, employers, and the Internet industry
while protecting free speech.
II. THE GROWING PROBLEM
The Internet has made harmful material easily accessible at anytime
and from anywhere around the world.28 Parents and individual users are
concerned with the material they, or their children, will encounter while
online.29 Employers are concerned with work productivity and sexually
explicit or discriminatory material that may permeate into the workplace and
give rise to lawsuits.3 ° The Internet industry is concerned that obscene
material will harm their reputation, stifle growth, expose them to liability,
and encourage governments to impose burdensome regulations.31
A. Parental Concerns
Amanda is a twelve-year old girl with a personal computer.32 She
went online to find a site that could interpret her recurring dream. She typed
"dreams.com" into the address box of her browser and was shocked to see a
screen full of naked women.33 She had accidentally logged on to
AdultDreams.com, a pornographic web site.34 AdultDreams.com claims to
be the largest adult site on the Net, offers a free trial membership, and boasts
about its hardcore pictures, which include the categories gay/bi-curious,
transsexuals, sex toys, and barely legal babes. 3 When Amanda tried to exit,
she was linked to two other porn sites.36
Although these pay sites required a credit card for access, there are
countless other sites that offer free and unrestricted access to hardcore
28. See ICRA, supra note 3, at 1-2.
29. See id.
30. See Jonathan Weinberg, Rating the Net, 19 HASTINGS COMM. & ENT. L.J. 453, 468
(1997).
31. See infra notes and accompanying text of Part II of this Note.
32. This example is based on a true story.




36. See Sex Sites Home Page, at http://www.sexsites.com (last visited Nov. 22, 1999).; see
also Girls Home Page, at http://www.girls.com/index.shtml?2638 (last visited on Nov. 22,
1999).
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material.37 A curious minor in any country could simply type "free XXX"
into a search engine to open up a world of free, sexually explicit and obscene
material.38
Parents are also concerned with violent, hateful, or vulgar speech,
which isjust as easily obtainable on the Internet.39 Public outcry against such
speech has grown in the wake of the Columbine tragedy.4" On September 14,
1999, the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee held a hearing to address the
dilemma of hate speech and violence on the Internet.41 Senator Patrick Leahy
acknowledged that "the Internet has been poisoned by extremists and bigots,
who use it to spread hate propaganda and reinforce each other's hateful
convictions. 42 Karen Narasaki, Executive Director of the National Asian
Pacific American Legal Consortium, agrees that hate groups use the Internet
to recruit members and spread hate anonymously. 4
3
37. See generally I Seek Passwords Home Page, at
http://www.iseekpasswords.com/index2.html (last visited Nov. 22, 1999). This web site
offers a multitude of free hardcore sex sites.
38. A search on AOL found 489,170 sites.
39. "Those promoting hate and violence may now operate in isolation while sending their
message into the mainstream on a twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week basis." Quote
by Rabbi Abraham Cooper in Senate Judiciary Committee Holds Hearing on Hate Speech
on the Internet, TECH LAW JOURNAL (Sept. 16, 1999), at
http://www.techlawjoumal.com/internet/19990916.htm.
40. On April 20, 1999, two teenagers went on a shooting spree at Columbine High School
in Littleton, Colorado, leaving fifteen dead and more than twenty injured. See Alex Wellen,
Rumours Fly on Trenchcoat Mafia's Web Activity, ZDNet.Uk (April 22, 1999), at
http://www.zdnet.co.uk/news/1999/15/ns-7866.html. Rumors claimed that one ofthese teens
maintained a violent and hate-filled web page on AOL and discussed the upcoming massacre
in a chat room. See id.
41. See Senate Judiciary Committee Holds Hearing on Hate Speech on the Internet, TECH
LAW JOURNAL (Sept. 16, 1999), at http://www.techlawjoumal.com/intemet/19990916.htm.
42. See id.
43. See Gumisai Mutume, Rights: The Dark Side of Free Speech, INTER PRESS SERVICE,
Oct. 14, 1999, available at 1999 WL 27374565. Courts in the U.S. have started holding
persons criminally liable for hate activity via the Internet. See United States v. Machado, 195
F.3d 454 (9th Cir. 1999) (person convicted after sending threatening e-mails to Asians).
2000] 563
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B. Private Business Concerns
The Internet has become an important tool for business growth and
survival.44 Many offices around the globe now offer employee access to the
Internet in the workplace, and the number is growing exponentially. 45 But
employers also recognize a sincere threat from unrestricted access to the
Net.46 A decline in work productivity and a rise in liability may occur when
an employee surfs the Net for non-business purposes.47
An estimated twenty to sixty percent of web usage on the job is not
work related.48 For example, a two-week audit at the Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory in Washington caught ninety-eight employees accessing
adult sites when they were supposed to be working. 49 An audit by General
Media International revealed that heavy traffic to their Penthouse web site
was coming from companies such as IBM, Apple, AT&T Bell Laboratories,
Digital Equipment Corp., and Hewlett Packard. 0 In 1999, an operator of an
Australian sex web site announced that more than 4,000 people were using
government computers to access her site.5
Unauthorized access to questionable material in the workplace
requires employers to make the difficult and often embarrassing decision to
fire the employee. 2 At Roche's pharmaceutical division in Switzerland,
three lab assistants were fired after being found devoting a large portion of
their work time retrieving pornography from the Internet. 3 The Dean of
Students at Hampshire College was removed from his position after someone
allegedly caught him downloading pornography from the College's Internet
server. 4 Often these terminations result in retaliatory strike suits by the
44. See Rosalyn Retkwa, Corporate Censors, at
http://www.intemetworld.com/print/monthly/1996/09/censors.html (Sept. 1996).
45. See id.
46. See Andrea Williams, Taming the Internet, CNET News.com (May 14, 1999), at
http://www.news.com/Perspectives/Column/0, 1 76,333,00.html.?tag=st.ne. 1002..ne.
47. See id.
48. See id.
49. See Retkwa, supra note 44.
50. See id.
51. See Jenny Sinclair, Sex Sites and the Gov.au Connection, FAIRFAX I.T. (June 7, 1999),
at http://www.it.fairfax.com.au/industry/19990607/A44128-1999Jun7.html.
52. See Retkwa, supra Note 44.
53. See id. Companies are reluctant to release this kind of information to the public. Id.
54. See Moos v. Hampshire Coll., No. CIV.A.97-30262-FHF, 1999 WL 377259, at *3 (D.
Mass. June 8, 1999).
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former employee, which results in additional litigation expenses for the
company.
55
Access to controversial material on the Internet can also expose an
employer to liability for employee Internet activity.56 Employees can use the
Internet to access and download sexually explicit or discriminatory pictures
and jokes. 7 There is a substantial risk that this kind of material will get
forwarded throughout the company, possibly resulting in sexual and racial
harassment, or hostile work environment claims.5 8  Additionally,
multinational businesses are concerned that an employee's online activity
may violate a foreign law, possibly resulting in the seizure of the company's
assets.59
For these reasons, employers have invested heavily in filtering
software to limit offensive material in the workplace.6 ° In 1998, businesses
accounted for thirty percent of SurfWatch sales.6' Companies are also
maintaining expensive monitoring systems to ensure that employees are not
accessing harmful material that can adversely affect the business.62 Many of
these efforts are ineffective, drive down morale, and bring in questions about
privacy.63 A better plan is necessary.
C. Internet Industry Concerns
Internet industry members are concerned that harmful online content
is exposing them to liability, inviting burdensome government regulations,
55. See generally Barker v. Kimberly-Clark Corp., No. COA99-162, 2000 WL 108504
(N.C. Ct. App. Feb. 1,2000); Sherrod v. AIG Healthcare Mgmt. Servs., No. CIV.A.3:99-CV-
0518-P, 2000 WL 140746 (N.D. Tex. Feb. 4, 2000).
56. See Retkwa, supra note 44.
57. See Hodgkins v. Kontes Chemistry & Life Sciences Prod., No. CIV.A.98-278-3JBS,
2000 WL 246422, at *8 (D.N.J. Mar. 6, 2000)(plaintiff found pornographic jokes
downloaded from the Internet at her job).
58. See Retkwa, supra note 44.
59. See FRED H. CATE, THE INTERNET AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT: SCHOOLS AND
SEXUALLY EXPLICIT EXPRESSION 32 (1998).
60. See ONLINE LAW: THE SPA'S LEGAL GUIDE To DOING BUSINESS ON THE INTERNET 411 -
422 (Thomas J. Smedinghoff ed., 1996).
61. See Cate, supra note 59. Surfwatch is a popular Internet content filtering system used
to block out undesirable material. See also Surfwatch homepage, at
http://www.surfwatch.com (last visited March 25, 2000).
62. See ONLINE LAW, supra note 60, at 411-413.
63. See id.
2000]
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and impeding the growth of the Internet.64 Around the world, Internet service
and content providers are being held civilly and criminally liable for harmful
online content. 65 For example, a German court recently found a Compuserve
executive personally liable for illegal pornography posted on a web site by
an Internet user.66 In France, the Chief Executive of France Net was arrested
on similar charges.67 The French Government even sued Yahoo!, an Internet
firm, for allowing auctions of Nazi memorabilia on its web sites in the U.S.
68
Meanwhile, the Russian Duma is developing a law that will hold Internet
service providers ("ISP's") 69 liable for information they have stored or
disseminated.7"
Government mandates are also imposing costly monetary sanctions
and regulations on the industry.71 For example, the Communications
Decency Act ("CDA") carried penalties of up to $250,000 for the display of
indecent material on the Net.72 Violations of the Child Online Protection Act
("COPA") included six months in jail and a $50,000 per day fine.73
Moreover, the Internet's tarnished image may be stifling growth by
discouraging consumer interest and confidence.74 Some consumers are
reluctant to introduce the Internet into their households because they fear
64. See Sieber, supra note 5, at 320-322.
65. See id.
66. See Mark Konkel, Note, Internet Indecency, International Censorship, And Service
Provider's Liability, 19 N.Y.L. SCH. J. INT'L & CoMP.L. 453-455 (2000).
67. See Seiber, supra note 5, at 4.
68. See Jean Eaglesham, French Court Defers Ruling Over Yahoo!, FINANCIAL TIMES, July
25, 2000, at 3, available at FINANCIAL TIMES.COM, at http://news.ft.com/ft/gx.cgi/ftc (last
visited Sept. 12, 2000).
69. ISP's provide temporary gateways to the Internet. See Kizza, supra note 13, at 11.
70. See Original Draft Regulations at http://www.hro.org/gilc/proj2.htm (last visited on
Sept. 12, 2000).
71. See Susan J. Drucker and Gary Gumpert,Communications Decency Act: Editors'
Comments, in REAL LAW @ VIRTUAL SPACE 131, 132 (Susan J. Drucker & Gary Gumpert
eds., 1999).
72. See 47 U.S.C. § 223 (2000).
73. See 47 U.S.C. § 231 (2000).
74. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development has identified consumer
trust as a primary factor in the future growth of the Internet. See INTERNET LAW & POLICY
FORUM, OBSERVATIONS ON THE STATE OF SELF-REGULATION OF THE INTERNET (1998) (on file
with ILPF).
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they cannot control access to controversial content.75 This consumer distrust
may be preventing the Internet from becoming as common in the household
76as the television.
III. METHODS FOR REGULATING THE INTERNET
AROUND THE WORLD
The current methods for regulating the Internet come from
government and industry efforts.77 Although each has tried to limit the
potential of harm found on the Net, their approaches have been largely
ineffective.78
A. Government Efforts
The government approach consists of mandatory policies and laws
coupled with enforcement powers. 79  Nations around the globe have
developed different strategies for dealing with the Internet.80 China requires
all computer networks to register with the government and all international
Internet access to be coordinated through the police.8' Singapore requires
ISP's to be licensed and registered with the Singapore Broadcasting
Authority.82 Kenya requires ISP's to submit a list of their client's names and
addresses to the government.83 Australia passed the Online Services Act,
which placed sweeping restrictions on the Internet and created a
75. See id.
76. Id.
77. See MONROE PRICE & STEFAAN VERHULST, The Concept of Self Regulation and the
Internet, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET 135 (Jens Waltermann & Marcel
Machill. Eds., 2000).
78. See infra notes and accompanying text in Part III of this Note.
79. See id.
80. See Kizza, supra note 13, at 80-146.
81. See id. at 126-128. In 1997, China set up an Intranet with China-only access which
subsequently failed. See Terry McCarthy, China Dot Now, CNN.com (Feb. 28, 2000), at
http://japan.cnn.com/ASIANOW/time/magazine/2000/0228/coverl.html. China is currently
establishing state-owned web sites and new regulations to impose greater control over the
expanding market. See James Kynge, Beijing Set To Step Up Net Curbs, FT.COM FINANCIAL
T I M E S ( M a r. 2 1 , 2 0 0 0 ) , a t
http://news.ft.com/ft/gx.cgi/ftc?pagename=View&c=Article&cid=FT3 8V4SO36C.
82. See Kizza, supra note 13, at 125.
83. See id. at 145.
2000]
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governmental regulatory agency to monitor online activity.8 4 The U.S.
passed heavy-handed legislation such as the CDA85 and COPA.86
Yet the global nature of the Internet cannot be effectively regulated
by any one country. 87 Undesirable content accessed domestically is often
hosted by a server from a different nation.88 It is difficult to enforce one
country's laws against web site publishers and Internet providers that operate
in another country's jurisdiction. 89 Sometimes violations in one nation are
perfectly legal in others.9" For example, Germany and Canada outlaw hate
speech but the U.S. does not.91 Therefore, a U.S. web site operator can freely
post hate speech that will easily permeate the borders of Canada and
Germany.92 In addition, the size, scope, and interactive nature of the Internet
make it extremely difficult for law enforcement authorities to identify the
wrongdoer.93 Further, government mandates generally do not provide parents
and employers with the tools to pro-actively limit harmful content.
94
B. Industry Efforts
Industry self-regulation has resulted in local rating systems95 that
work similar to the V-chip for television, which allows parents to filter out
violence and pornography according to the rating provided for each
84. See ELECTRONIC FRONTIERS AUSTRALIA, Australian Net Censorship Legislation:
1999/OOInformation, Resources, andLinks athttp://www.efa.org.au/Campaigns/99.html (last
visited Nov. 22, 1999).
85. See 47 U.S.C § 223 (1996). The CDA was found to infringe on free speech in Reno
v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844 (1997).
86. See 47 U.S.C. § 231 (1998). In June 2000, the Third Circuit of the Court of Appeals
affirmed a lower court ruling granting a preliminary injunction of COPA. See ACLU v.
Reno, 217 F.3d 162 (3rd Cir. 2000).
87. See Grainger, supra note 6 at 106.
88. See Sieber, supra note 5, at 365.
89. See id. at 365-367.
90. See id.
91. See Mutume, supra note 43, at 1-2; Information and Communications Services Act
(Germany 1997), at http://www.iid.de/rahmen/iukdge.html July 4, 1997).
92. See generally Mutume, supra note 43, at 1-2.
93. See Comments on the Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET
97 (Jens Waltermann & Marcel Machill, eds., 1999).
94. Mandates are generally aimed at punishing, restricting, or deterring the wrongdoer but
fail to provide the public with the tools to protect themselves. See generally CDA, supra note
85; see also COPA, supra note 86.
95. See Weinberg, supra note 30, at 4.
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program.96 But when this same method is applied to the Internet, it fails for
several reasons. First, many web publishers are not rating their sites, thus
making any rating system ineffective.97 Second, those sites that actually want
to participate in a rating system have a wide variety of programs to choose
from.98 Users of NetShepherd may not be protected from questionable sites
rated through SafeSurf.9 9 Third, employers and parents are not aware of
these rating systems and how to implement them.' 0 Finally, the rating
systems are not applied on an international level with fair treatment towards
differing social cultures.'0 '
Sometimes filtering methods are used without an accompanying
rating system.' °2 These stand-alone filters screen incoming material for
keywords indicating unsuitable material.0 3 Upon finding the word, the
program blocks out the content.
10 4
Filtering has substantially failed to prevent harmful content while
effectively succeeded in restricting educational and artistic content. 105 The
96. See Yaman Akdeniz, The Regulation of Pornography and Child Pornography on the
Internet, 1 THE JOURNAL OF INFORMATION LAW AND TECHNOLOGY §5.5 (Feb. 28, 1997), at
http://elj.warwick.ac.uk/jily/intemet/97_1 akdz/.
97. See generally Weinberg, supra note 30, at 8-10.
98. See Macavinta, supra note 8.
99. See COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, Filtering FAQ, in FILTERS
& FREEDOM: FREE SPEECH PERSPECTIVES ON INTERNET CONTENT CONTROLS 83,90 (David L.
Sobel ed., 1999).
100. See Jeffrey Cole, Director, UCLA Center for Communications Policy, Comments on
the Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET 97, at 124 (Jens
Waltermann & Marcel Machill, eds., 2000).
101. See MARCELL MACHILL & JENS WALTERMAN, Memorandum on Self- Regulation of
Internet Content, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET supra note 2, at 41. U.S.
Circuit Judge Leonard I. Garth hinted at the difficulties of setting a single cultural standard.
See ELECTRONIC PRIVACY INFORMATION CENTER (EPIC), Appellate Judges Slam Internet
Censorship Law, EPIC ALERT 6.19 (Nov. 11, 1999) at
http://www.epic.org/alert/EPIC_Alert_6.19.html. For example, in Iran, the exposure of a
woman's face is improper. See id. At this time, Iran has not taken any action to limit Internet
access. See Susan J. Drucker and Gary Gumpert, Legal Geography: The Borders of
Cyberlaw Introduction, in REAL LAW @ VIRTUAL SPACE 1, 12 (Susan J. Drucker and Gary
Gumpert eds., 1999).
102. See Weinberg, supra note 30, at 4.
103. See id.
104. See id.
105. See AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, Fahrenheit 451.2: Is Cyberspace Burning?
How Rating and Blocking Proposals May Torch Free Speech on the Internet, in FILTERS &
2000]
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rigid filtering technology has proved unable to effectively differentiate
between useful and harmful information on controversial topics.10 6 A recent
story in The Washington Post reported that a software vendor's own test of
a sample of web sites found that the software permitted pornographic sites
but excluded over fifty-seven educational sites. 107
The failure is pervasive. America Online software refused to let
users register from the British town of "Scunthorpe" because it found a
vulgar word within the name of the town." 8 Cyber Patrol blocked animal
rights pages, homosexual rights pages, and even an NRA site promoting gun
control because of their controversial nature.1"9 CYBERSitter blocked the
National Organization of Women web site." 0
However, the Internet does require some form of regulation.11
Government and industry efforts have failed because they are not uniform,
globally accepted, dynamic, or sensitive to public needs and cultural
differences. 1 2 They also fail to encourage open communication and free
speech.'13 The international rating system meets these needs.
IV. THE INTERNATIONAL RATING SYSTEM
The international rating system is the best method to regulate harmful
content on the Internet for many reasons. First, the system will protect free
speech because all sites will be self-rated. "' The web site publisher can
target a specific market without offending uninterested users or harming
children." 5 Adults interested in a site can ensure access to the speech by
adjusting the rating controls accordingly. 16 Self-rating will also allow web
publishers to differentiate between explicit content and artistic or informative
FREEDOM supra note 18, at 12,13.
106. See AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, Censorship in a Box: Why Blocking Software
is Wrong for Public Libraries, in FILTERS & FREEDOM 121, 127 (David L. Sobel ed., 1999).
107. See id.
108. See Weinberg, supra note 30, at 4.
109. See id.
110. See id.
111. See Kizza, supra note 13, at 135.
112. See MARCELL MACHILL & JENS WALTERMAN, Memorandum on Self- Regulation of
Internet Content, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 2, at 34,35.
113. See id.
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content." 7 Thus, a publisher will not have to rate a site depicting nude
paintings in the same manner as a pornographic site." 8 Moreover, web site
publishers can choose to give the entire site one rating, rate particular
sections, or rate each page individually." 9
The international rating system will also protect free speech by
deterring government intervention, which is generally more burdensome on
free speech. 12  The system will alleviate public and political pressure on
government to regulate the Net because the public will be provided with the
tools to block online content.' 2' Thus, government will have less incentive
to regulate the Net.
Other forms of industry self-regulation have succeeded in deterring
government intervention and easing outside pressures. For example, the
music industry was able to avoid burdensome regulations by putting warning
labels on their music products.'22 The television industry was able to avoid
government regulation by providing consumers with the V-chip, a tool used
to block out content.1
23
The second reason the international Internet rating system is the best
method for regulating the Net is that it will be culturally diverse and
sensitive. 12 Each international community can use the system to make its
own value judgments on Internet content by customizing the rating levels.'25
117. See id.
118. See Kizza, supra note 13, at 82.
119. See id.
120. See Sharon Docter, Regulation of Indecency in Electronic Communication, in REAL
LAW @ VIRTUAL SPACE 183, 193 (Susan J. Drucker and Gary Gumpert eds., 1999).
121. See Macavinta, supra note 8.
122. In the early 1980's there was strong lobbying for legislation censoring music with
objectionable lyrics. See Warning, Contents May Be Offensive: Censorship in Music Videos,
at http://musicvideo.about.com/musicperform/musicvideo/library/
weekly/aa082298.htm?iam=dpile&terms=warning+labels+music (last visited Sept. 11,2000).
Although legislative hearings were held in 1985, the lobbying ended once the Music industry
agreed to put warning labels on the merchandise. See id. To date, no U.S. federal law has
been passed to regulate music lyrics and the only state law to be passed was overturned. Id..
123. See FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, V-Chip Homepage, at
http://www.fcc.gov/vchip (last visited Aug. 8, 2000).
124. See ICRA, supra note 9, at 8.
125. See id.
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For example, Internet users in Arabic countries can choose to eliminate all
sites with female nudity, whether artistic or not.
126
Third, the system will be highly flexible with the potential to adapt
to changes on the Internet.127 Because the system will be implemented by the
Internet industry, technological advances and methods for eluding the rating
system will be matched by equally advanced methods of self-regulation.
128
Government mandates lack the flexibility to keep up with the ever-changing
Internet. 129 Thus, the international rating system will effectively address the
primary concerns of parents, employers, and the industry by providing them
with the tools to protect their interests.
130
A. Child Protection
Child protection from harmful online material has been the main
reason set forth for the international Internet rating system. 3' The U.S.
Supreme Court has already acknowledged that the "physical and
psychological well-being of minors" is a compelling interest. 132  The
international rating system will set the world standard for protecting that
interest by providing parents with the tools to protect their children from
harmful online content.
133
Further, most adult site operators have already expressed a
willingness to participate with the rating system to avoid accusations that
126. However, the system will not be so culturally diverse that it can prevent exposure of
a woman's face on the Internet. Compare, ELECTRONIC PRIVACY INFORMATION CENTER
(EPIC), supra note 101.
127. See JEFFREY COLE, Comments on the Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN
ON THE INTERNET supra note 100, at 124.
128. See MONROE PRICE & STEFAAN VERHULST, The Concept of Self Regulation and the
Internet, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 77, at 150-151.
ICRA' s members are top companies in the Internet, computer, and telecommunication fields.
See ICRA, supra note 9, at 5.
129. See id.
130. See supra notes and accompanying text in Part I1 of this Note.
131. See Aol.co.uk, Internet Content RatingAssociation Formed to Provide Global System
for Protecting Children and Free Speech on the Internet, at
http://www.aol.co.uk/press/releases/1999/pr990512a.html(May 12, 1999).
132. See generally Sable Communications v. FCC, 492 U.S. 115, 126 (1989).
133. See Aol.co.uk, supra note 131.
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they are luring children to their sites.'34 They prefer to target an audience
that is interested in, and can purchase, their product.'35 These web site
operators recognize that they have nothing to gain from child access to their
sites, but, rather, everything to lose."'
B. Business Protection
The international rating system will also provide businesses with a
more effective method for regulating employee access to controversial
material.'37 Employers can adjust the rating controls to ensure that their
employees cannot access pornography, violence, or discriminatory speech.1
38
As a result, the company can increase productivity while minimizing
exposure to liability risks.' The possible loss of foreign assets is also
diminished 140 and the employer can save substantially on monitoring costs. 141
C. Internet Industry Protection
The international rating system is "as much about making the Internet
safe for large media companies as it is about making the Internet safe for
children."' 142 The rating system will shift the duty of care owed to the public
from the online industry to individual users, employers, and parents. 143 Thus,
the industry will be able to protect itself from civil and criminal suits by
showing that the rating system was a reasonable effort to prevent harmful
134. See John Schwartz, Plan for Self-Rating of Web Sites Assailed, THE WASHINGTON
POST, Sep. 14, 1999 at E03.
135. See id.
136. See id.




141. The typical Cyber Patrol installation for a business costs about $2,000. See CYBER
PATROL, New Web Site Makes it Easier to Choose Right Version of Cyber Patrolfor Home,
School and Business Use, at http://www.microsys.com/news/press/990322.htm (Mar. 22,
1999).
142. Quote by David Sobel, General Counsel for the Electronic Privacy Information
Center. See Schwartz, supra note 134, at 2.
143. See generally, MARCEL MACHILL & JENS WALTERMANN, Memorandum on Self-
Regulation ofInternet Content, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET supra note
2, at 28.
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Internet material.144 Some countries have even guaranteed the Internet
industry protection from liability upon implementation of the rating
system. 145
The international rating system will also be cost effective for the
industry.1 46 The plan will improve the Internet's reputation, thus increasing
consumer trust in the Net, leading to greater sales. 147 The proposal will also
deter burdensome and costly government intervention because the industry
will have alleviated the problem.
148
V. THE ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE RATING SYSTEM
Critics have denounced the rating system as a limitation on free
speech that will encourage government intervention and turn the Internet into
a bland and homogenized medium.149 They also argue that the system will
impose unfair costs on smaller ISP's and web site publishers.
1 50
A. Free Speech Suppression
Civil liberties advocates argue that the rating system will be unable
to distinguish between harmful material and controversial but beneficial
material, resulting in the inadvertent blocking of beneficial speech. 51 But the
international rating system will not work like stand-alone filters. 52 It will
block a site, a section, or merely a page only in accordance with the rating
144. See id.
145. For example, the U.S. Telecommunications Act provides that a good faith, reasonable,
effective, and appropriate action to restrict access by minors is a defense to prosecution. See
47 U.S.C. § 2239 (1996).
146. See infra notes 217-235 and accompanying text.
147. See MARCEL MACHILL & JENS WALTERMANN, Memorandum on Self- Regulation of
Internet Content, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 2, at 36.
148. See SHARONDOCTER, Regulation ofindecency in Electronic Communication, in REAL
LAW @ VIRTUAL SPACE, supra note 120, at 193.
149. See GILC, supra note 25.
150. See id.
151. See AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, Fahrenheit 451.2: Is Cyberspace Burning?
How Rating and Blocking Proposals May Torch Free Speech on the Internet, in FILTERS &
FREEDOM, supra note 18, at 13. See also ELECTRONIC FRONTIERS AUSTRALIA INC., Internet
Labeling System Condemned, at http://www.efa.org.au (Feb. 9, 1997).
152. See Weinberg, supra note 30, at 457.
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the owner gives it and the preference of the user, not according to the words
used.'53
The international rating system will also provide web site owners
with a substantial amount of leeway in rating their sites.'54 RSACi currently
has twenty different category restrictions grouped into four descriptors: (1)
Violence, (2) Nudity, (3) Sex, and (4) Language.'55 Each descriptor is broken
down into five levels of intensity.'56 For example, the Sex descriptor is
broken down into (1) no sex, (2) passionate kissing, (3) clothed sexual
touching, (4) non-explicit sexual acts, and (5) explicit sex.'57 Thus, web site
owners will be able to distinguish artistic, literary, or scientific material from,
for example, pornography.1
58
Advocates also argue that the international rating system will
result in the elimination of all questionable Internet speech. 59 However, the
rating system will not eliminate speech, but, rather, place a label on
controversial content. 6 ° The site publisher voluntarily "labels" the content
by giving it a rating. 6' It is actually the individual user, parent, or employer
that will decide whether to ban controversial material in his environment.'62
Thus, questionable speech will remain available to those who want it.
Critics of the rating system are also concerned that newsworthy
material may be blocked out by the rating plan. 63 In August 1997, about
twenty-five news organizations went on record to oppose Internet ratings for
news sites out of fear that newsworthy content would be blocked.
64
However, the RSACi system, which the international rating system is based
on, provides an "N" rating for news sites that assures they will not get






159. See Esther Dyson, Chairwoman of Deventure Holdings, Comments on the
Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET 97, 108-10 (Jens Waltermann
& Marcel Machill, eds., 2000).
160. See JEFFREY COLE, Comments on the Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN
ON THE INTERNET, supra note 100, at 124.
161. See id.
162. See id.
163. See Irene Graham, Will PICS Torch Free Speech on the Internet?, in FILTERS &
FREEDOM 21, 25 (David L. Sobel ed., 1999).
164. See id.
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blocked. 165 Moreover, news sites can be put on "white lists" which will
prevent any inadvertent blocking.
166
Next, civil liberties advocates argue that the rating system is a
violation of international principles of free expression. 167  Even free
expression has its limits when faced with issues of public concern and
safety.168 The international ratings system follows a moderate approach by
balancing free speech concerns with public concerns. 169  It permits
questionable speech but empowers individuals to choose whether the speech
is suitable for their own environment.'
70
Finally, critics point out that Internet speech is a vital tool to spread
democracy. 7' Further, oppressive governments will use the rating system to
prevent democratic speech. 172 However, oppressive governments already
filter the Net and impose burdensome regulations and draconian punishments
on their citizens. 173 For example, Syria harshly convicts its citizens for
165. See Courtney Macavinta, News Rating Proposal Rejected, CNET. News.com (Aug.
29, 1997), at http://news.cnet.com/news/0- 1005-200-3217660.html.
166. A "white list" is an approved list of useful sites which will not get blocked by filters.
See Jack M. Balkin et al., Filtering the Internet: A Best Practices Model, in PROTECTING OUR
CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET 199, 216 (Jens Waltermann & Marcel Machill, eds., 1999).
167. See GILC, Submission to the World Wide Web Consortium on PICS Rules, in FILTERS
& FREEDOM 103 (David L. Sobel ed., 1999). Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights explicitly protects freedom of expression through any media. UDHR Art. 19.
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the European Convention on
Human Rights, and analogous national guarantees such as the United States' First
Amendment also protect such a right. See Nadine Strossen, Professor of Law, New York
Law School, and President, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, Comments on the
Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET 112 (Jens Waltermann &
Marcel Machill, eds., 1999).
168. UDHR explicitly mentions a state's right to protect "morality, public order, and the
general welfare". See UDHR Art.29.
169. See ICRA, supra note 9, at 2-3.
170. See JEFFREY COLE, Comments on the Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN
ON THE INTERNET supra note 100, at 124.
171. See GILC, Regardless of Frontiers: Protecting the Human Right to Freedom of
Expression on the Global Internet, at http://www.gilc.org/speech/report.html (last visited
Nov. 13, 1999).
172. See GILC, supra note 167, at 104.
173. See Kizza, supra note 13, at 80. See also supra notes and accompanying text in Part
11 of this Note.
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unauthorized Internet contact with foreigners.'74 Through its restrictive
regime, Syria has managed to keep the Internet in the hands of only several
thousand out of a population of sixteen million.'75 Some other governments,
such as the one in Malaysia have enacted new laws that punish citizens for
expressing political grievances over the Internet.1
76
Additionally, the international rating system will not be an effective
tool to block out political speech. 77 The rating controls are only designed to
detect foul language, nudity, sex, and violence. 71 Its narrow scope permits
controversial political and religious speech. 179 Thus, it actually promotes
rather than hinders democratic speech.
Moreover, two-thirds of the online population come from democratic
countries that encourage robust communication on the Internet.8 ° For
example, judicial history in the U.S. has essentially voided any laws
restricting Internet speech. 8' In Europe, the United Kingdom has
encouraged online communication by not passing any laws regulating it
while encouraging self-regulation.'82 Thus democratic speech is generally
protected.
B. Government Intervention
The history of mass media demonstrates that self-regulation, rather
than government intervention, is the most effective method for regulating the
Internet while ensuring growth.8 3 However, civil liberties advocates argue
that any system of international content regulation brings government closer
174. See Howard Schneider, Syria advances Cautiously Into the Online Age; Assad's Son
Promoting Change, THE WASHINGTON POST, April 27, 2000, at A01.
175. See id.
176. See Associated Press, Malaysia Warns Internet Abuse Could Lead To Imprisonment
(July 2 6 , 2 0 0 0), a va ila b le at
http://technology.scmp.com/intemet/daily/20000726125847504.asp.
177. See Weinberg, supra note 30, at 6.
178. See Kizza, supra note 13, at 82.
179. See id. RSACi also does not affect speech regarding drugs, weapon making, body
piercing, and devil worship. See Weinberg, supra note 30, at 6.
180. See ICRA, supra note 9, at 1.
181. See CDA and COPA, supra notes 85 and 86.
182. See Kizza, supra note 13, at 104.
183. See generally JEFFREY COLE, Comments on the Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR
CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 100, at 124.
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to mandating the use of such a system. 184  The imposition of civil and
criminal penalties on those who refuse to rate their sites will likely follow.
185
The international rating system will alleviate public and political
pressure for government intervention because the major concerns of parents,
employers, and the Internet industry will have been met. 186 In addition, the
power of consumer choice has proven a deterrent to government involvement
in the free speech arena. 87 In Community Television of Utah v. Roy City, a
U.S. court held that indecent material on cable television could not be
restricted because viewers had a choice in the programming. 88  By
subscribing to particular cable channel, the viewer had consented to the
material.'89 Moreover, warning labels on compact discs and audio tapes, and
the V-chip for television, have resulted in less government intervention in
those industries. 9 ' Similarly, the international rating system will empower
users to subscribe to, or block out, questionable content, and thus deter
government intervention.19
Governments could intervene in other ways. They must continue to
play a role in enforcing laws on illegal Internet activities such as child
pornography.' 92 Also, dynamic Internet platforms such as e-mail, ftps,
newsgroups, and chat rooms may not be blocked effectively by the rating
184. See Macavinta, supra note 8.
185. See GILC, supra note 25.
186. See ICRA, supra note 9.
187. See SHARON DOCTER, Regulation ofIndecency in Electronic Communication, in REAL
LAW @ VIRTUAL SPACE, supra note 120.
188. See 555 F.Supp. 1164 (D. Utah, 1982); See also Jones v. Wilkinson, 300 F.2d 989
( 10
th Cir. 1986). The government is able to impose restrictions on regular broadcast T.V.
because viewers do not have a choice over the material that is flashed across their screens.
See SHARON DOCTER, Regulation of Indecency in Electronic Communication, in REAL LAW
@ VIRTUAL SPACE, supra note 120, at 193.
189. See id.
190. See television and music examples, supra notes 122 and 123.
191. See JEFFREY COLE, Comments on the Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN
ON THE INTERNET, supra note 100, at 124.
192. See id. at 125.
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system. 193 These platforms are believed to be the most common lurking area
for pedophile activity and other obscene conduct.'94
Thus, the international rating system will ease public and political
pressure to regulate the Net by limiting harmful online content.'95 It will
deter government action and maintain the medium as a global, private, and
decentralized network of communications.'96 Although some governments
may continue to intervene, the extent of government activity will be minimal
compared to the extreme regulations that are currently appearing around the
world.' 97
C. Homogenization
Commercial speakers have tremendous influence and power over
online material.' 98 In 1995, Compuserve, the second largest ISP, suspended
access to over 200 Internet newsgroups world wide in response to an order
from German officials declaring the newsgroups in violation of German
law.' 99 The order affected users in 147 countries, including the U.S. 2°° In
1996, Demon Internet, the largest ISP in the U.K., announced it would
require all of its users to rate their web pages using the RSACi rating system
or they would be removed.20 ' Microsoft also hinted to its content providers
that unrated sites will be blocked.0 2
Those who oppose a global rating system worry that large
commercial speakers, such as Compuserve, Demon Internet, and Microsoft,
will control the flow of communication and will always take the "safe route"
193. See MONROE PRICE & STEFAAN VERHULST, The Concept of Self Regulation and the
Internet, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 77, at 145-146.
194. See generally Cate, supra note 59, at 9-10. Currently, more than 100 newsgroups
provide access to a wide range of explicit material. See id. at 17. Some of these groups
include "alt.sex.bondage", "alt.sex.bestiality", and "alt.sexrape". Id.
195. See Macavinta, supra note 8.
196. See MONROE PRICE & STEFAAN VERHULST, The Concept of Self Regulation and the
Internet, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 77, at 134.
197. See supra notes and accompanying text in Part III of this Note.
198. See SHARON DOCTER, Regulation ofIndecency in Electronic Communication, in REAL
LAW @ VIRTUAL SPACE, supra note 120, at 184.
199. See id.
200. See id.
201. See IRENE.GRAHAM, Will PICS Torch Free Speech on the Internet?, in FILTERS &
FREEDOM, supra note 163, at 23.
202. See Weinberg, supra note 30, at 9.
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by removing questionable content.2 3 They are concerned that the Internet
will become a bland and homogenized medium dominated by large
commercial speakers.2 °4
However, the international Internet rating system will actually
encourage controversial and exciting content since the risk of liability will
shift away from the industry.0 5 Parents, employers, and individual users will
have to determine what kinds of material should be allowed into their
environment, not corporate speakers.20 6 Questionable material will continue
to exist and will be readily available to those who desire it.207 Without the
rating system, major commercial speakers will have more reason to restrict
and homogenize the Net.208
Opponents of the rating system are also concerned that ICRA's
international social scientists will be unable to define internationally
acceptable values.209 They claim that no rating system can ever be culturally
uniform since illegal speech in one country may be legal in another.210 The
result can be a homogenized medium that is insensitive to varying cultures.2 1
However, the international rating system will be quite sensitive and
flexible to varying cultures. 212 People in culturally sensitive areas will be
able to customize the levels of blocking to reflect their own social values.21 3
The rating system will not be perfect and will occasionally offend cultural
norms."' But an imperfect regulation does not mean it is an ineffective
203. See ESTHER DYSON, Comments on the Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN
ON THE INTERNET, supra note 159, at 108.
204. See GILC, supra note 25.
205. See generally MARCEL MACHILL & JENS WALTERMANN, Memorandum on Self-
Regulation ofInternet Content, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note
2, at 28.
206. See JEFFREY COLE, Comments on the Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN
ON THE INTERNET, supra note 100, at 124.
207. See id.
208. See ICRA, supra note 9, at 2.
209. See Dyson, supra note 159, at 109.
210. See id.
211. See id.
212. See generally Kizza, supra note 13, at 82.
213. See ICRA, supra note 9, at 8.
214. See Matthew Yeomans, The World's Wide Web: The Rating Game, at
http://www.thestandard.com/article/display/0,1 151,6705,00.html (last visited on Nov. 22,
1999).
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regulation.215 The protections the rating plan affords to those culturally
sensitive locales far surpass the current protections found in an unrestricted
Net.
2 16
D. Costs and Benefits
Finally, civil liberties advocates argue that the international rating
system will impose undue costs on smaller web site owners and service
providers. 217 However, it is the larger companies that are bearing the brunt
of the costs of the international rating system.218 These expenses are being
financed by ICRA's members and major non-profit organizations.219 Smaller
ISP's are expected to get a "free ride" on the implementation and
management of the system.220 Web site publishers only have to bear the cost
of self-rating.221 Further, if the costs of self-regulation are a major concern,
publishers can give one rating for the entire site or rate the site in sections.222
Regardless, the cost of compliance with a self-regulatory effort will be far
less than the costs that arise through government regulations and sanctions.223
Consumer costs will also be minimized because ICRA has favorable
tax standing as a charitable organization and will pursue funding from
215. "Criminals crack safes and escape fromj ail, fifteen-year olds visit bars with fake ID's,
secret information is leaked to the press, and so on ... imperfections in filtering and
identification regimes do not render the regimes ineffective." See Jack Goldsmith, Against
Cyberanarchy, 65 U. CHI. L. REV. 1199, 1218 (1998).
216. See supra notes and accompanying text in Part III of this Note.
217. See NADINE STROSSEN, Comments on the Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR
CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 167.
218. See MONROE PRICE & STEFAAN VERHULST, The Concept of Self Regulation and the
Internet, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 77, at 149.
219. ICRA's members contribute $25,000 U.S. dollars for each seat on the ICRA board
up to a maximum of four seats. See ICRA, supra note 9, at 6-9. These funds and additional
contributions will finance the management and implementation of the rating system. See id.
220. See MONROE PRICE & STEFAAN VERHULST, The Concept of Self Regulation and the
Internet, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 77, at 149.
221. See id.
222. See Kizza, supra note 13, at 82.
223. See SHARON DOCTER, Regulation of Indecency in Electronic Communication, in REAL
LAW @ VIRTUAL SPACE, supra note 120. In Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844 (1997), the court
found that the CDA imposed prohibitively expensive age verification requirements. COPA
imposed $50,000 in fines for every violation. See COPA, supra note 86. The CDA carried
a maximum monetary penalty of $250,000 for violations. See CDA, supra note 85.
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government grants around the world.224 The public will bear some of the
costs of these tax incentives and grants. 25 However, these costs will be
minimal when shared by many countries around the globe.226 Currently,
governments throughout North America, Europe, and Japan have expressed
a willingness to help fund the initiative.227 Once developed, the system will
be available to all Internet users as a free service.228
There are also substantial financial benefits to the community from
self-regulation as opposed to government regulation. 29  Burdensome
government intervention can stifle the growth of the industry and hurt its
nation's own economy.23 ° In 1998, PSINet responded to an unfavorable
German court decision by pulling out of that market and taking jobs with
it.23 Deutsche Telekom, Germany's telephone company, stopped phone line
access to an entire California-based web server to block one neo-nazi web
site. 232 As a result, many Californian consumers were blocked from the
German marketplace.233 In Saudi Arabia, intense censorship and monitoring
of the Internet has put it behind its neighboring countries in the e-commerce
race.234 China's firewall blocks so many sites that it prevents China's ability
to do business on the Net.
235
224. See ICRA, supra note 9, at 6-9.
225. ICRA has favorable tax standing as a charitable organization and will pursue funding
from government grants around the world. See ICRA, supra note 9, at 4-6.
226. See id. at 5-6.
227. See id.
228. See AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, supra note 106, at 133.
229. See infra notes 230-235 and accompanying text.
230. See id.
231. See Kenneth Cukier, PSINet Sends Warning Signals to German State,
COMMUNICATIONS WEEK INTERNATIONAL, July 20, 1998, at 16. In 1999, the same decision
was overturned amidst fears that Germany's tough stance would cripple its Internet and
electronic commerce industry. See Reuters, Compuserveporn conviction overturned, CNET
News.com (Nov. 17, 1999), at http://news.cnet.com/news/0- 1005-200-1451664.html.
232. See Kristina M. Reed, From the Great Firewall of China to the Berlin Firewall: The
Cost of Content Regulation on Internet Commerce, 12 TRANSNAT'L LAW. 543, 567 (1999).
233. See id at 567.
234. See Frank Gardner, Saudi's 'Defeating'Internet Porn, BBC News Online (May 10,
2000), at http://news.bbc.co.uk/low/english/world/middleeast/newsid-742000/742798.stm.
235. See Reed, supra note 232, at 566.
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VI. ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS
Alternative approaches have been offered to alleviate the concerns
of parents, employers, and the Internet industry.236 These methods include
international treaties, parental awareness programs, age verification systems,
and cyber-anarchy.237
A. International Treaties
Martin Bangemann, Commissioner for the European Union, has
proposed an international statute to deal with harmful content on the Net.
238
This statute, if adopted, represents a patchwork of business, national, civic
and individual rules embracing different cultures, religions, and languages.
23 9
Although an international treaty may be helpful for enforcing Internet laws
and protecting business and industry from liability,24 ° it will not provide
consumers with adequate protection regarding Internet content. Laws are
simply too rigid to meet the demands of a culturally diverse world and an
ever-changing medium.24' For example, Germany's rigid viewpoint on child
pornography would be in direct conflict with Japan's relaxed viewpoint.
24 2
Moreover, many nations will refuse to cooperate with other nations for
political or economic reasons.243 The nations that refuse to cooperate may
become safe havens for those that wish to bypass the regulation.244
Unlike statutes, the international rating system is open, flexible,
and decentralized. 45 It empowers every user with the power to proactively
protect their environment from harmful Internet material.246 Moreover, the
rating system will be able to adapt to advances in technology because the
236. See infra notes and accompanying text in Part VI of this Note.
237. See id.
238. See Kizza, supra note 13, at 153.
239. See id.
240. See Konkel, supra note 66, at 477.
241. See MARCELL MACHILL & JENS WALTERMAN, Memorandum on Self Regulation of
Internet Content, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 2, at 35.
242. See Amber Jene Sayle, Net Nation and the Digital Revolution: Regulation of
Offensive Material For a New Community, 18 Wis. INT'L L.J. 257, 277 (2000).
243. See Goldsmith, supra note 215, at 1220.
244. See id.
245. See MARCELL MACHILL & JENS WALTERMAN, Memorandum on Self- Regulation of
Internet Content, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 2, at 35.
246. See ICRA, supra note 9.
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international rating system will be implemented and managed by the Internet
industry.247
B. Parental Guidance
Civil Liberties advocates argue that financial resources should be
used for Internet education and awareness programs for parents, rather than
rating systems.248 But those programs alone cannot solve the problem of
harmful content on the Internet. Adult supervision will not always be
available when minors go online.2 49 A recent Nielsen Survey revealed that
forty-five percent of Internet users go to public libraries for Internet access.25°
Minors can also surf the Net at their schools and at "cyber caf6s". 251 This
alternative approach also ignores the aforementioned business and industry
concerns.
Yet there is no doubt that the rating system cannot work without
parental involvement. 2  Parents should be active in determining what their
children access. 3 But if parents are not aware of the rating system or how
to apply it, they cannot protect their children from undesirable material. 4
For this reason, the international rating system will have a user-friendly
interface and "wizards" that will guide parents through the process. 255 ICRA
also encourages parental awareness and education programs.256
247. See MONROE PRICE & STEFAAN VERHULST, The Concept of Self Regulation and the
Internet, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 22, at 150-151.
248. See GILC, supra note 25.
249. See id.
250. See AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, supra note 97, at 106.
251. See ICRA, supra note 9, at 2.
252. See JEFFREY COLE, Comments on the Memorandum, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN
ON THE INTERNET, supra note 100, at 126-28.
253. See AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, Fahrenheit 451.2: Is Cyberspace Burning?
How Rating and Blocking Proposals May Torch Free Speech on the Internet, in FILTERS &
FREEDOM, supra note 18, at 6.
254. See id.
255. See JACK M. BALKIN ET AL., Filtering the Internet: A Best Practices Model, in
PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 166, at 256-257.
256. See MARCELL MACHILL & JENS WALTERMAN, Memorandum on Self- Regulation of
Internet Content, in PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 2, at 56-57.
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C. Age Verification Systems
Another alternative is to require web site operators to install age
verification systems such as those that require the use of a credit card. 257 The
major problem with this approach is that age verification systems are
extremely expensive, especially for those that are running a free site.258 In
Reno v. ACLU, the court found that the CDA's age verification requirements
were prohibitively expensive for most non-commercial, and some
commercial, web sites. 9
Further, the credit card requirement places a burden on adult Internet
users.260 Many adults do not have credit cards and others are reluctant to post
their credit card numbers on the Net.261 Age verification schemes also bring
in questions about privacy.262 For example, U.S. federal appellate judge,
Theodore A. McKee, hinted that personal information, such as
homosexuality, could be revealed by credit card usage at particular web
sites.263 Moreover, there are no guarantees that the person holding the credit
card is an adult.264
D. Cyber-Anarchy
Cyber-anarchy is an Internet without any effective management or
control.265 It maximizes freedom of expression at the cost of all other public
concerns. 266 This alternative chooses to ignore the blatant problems created
257. See JACK M. BALKIN ET AL., Filtering the Internet: A Best Practices Model, in
PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 166, at 202-203.
258. See id.
259. See AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, Fahrenheit 451.2: Is Cyberspace Burning?
How Rating and Blocking Proposals May Torch Free Speech on the Internet, in FILTERS &
FREEDOM, supra note 18, at 8.
260. See JACK M. BALKIN ET AL., Filtering the Internet: A Best Practices Model, in
PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET,, supra note 166, at 202-203.
261. See id. Theft of credit card numbers is also a major concern. See Goldsmith, supra
note 215, at 17-21.
262. See Appellate Judges Slam Internet Censorship Law, EPIC ALERT 6.19 (Nov. 11,
1999) (on file with EPIC).
263. See id.
264. See JACK M. BALKIN ET AL., Filtering the Internet: A Best Practices Model, in
PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN ON THE INTERNET, supra note 166, at 202-203.
265. See Kizza, supra note 13, at 135.
266. See id. at 62.
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by an unrestricted Net.267  It also unwittingly invites heavy-handed
government regulation. 26 8 None of these alternative solutions effectively
alleviate parental, employer, and industry concerns about harmful content on
the Internet. The best solution to this problem is still self-regulation through
the international rating system.
VII. CONCLUSION
The international rating system is the best solution to restrict harmful
content on the Internet. It alleviates parental, business, and industry concerns
while protecting free speech.269 It is cost effective, and empowers the
Internet user with the tools to choose what material is suitable for his
particular environment.2 71 It provides web publishers leeway when self-
rating their sites, and expands with the increasing technology of the
Internet.271 The system is culturally sensitive and diverse, providing an
effective means for regulating the transnational medium.7 The burdens the
rating plan may impose are minimal when compared to rigid and expensive
government regulations which propose outright censorship.
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